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About This Game

Magical Drop Is Back!!!

Yes, the cult-classic returns with all the fast-paced action you expect from the franchise, mixed with modern visuals and multi-
player online experiences.

Discover (or rediscover) the magical universe with one of the three battle modes:

Head to Head – One vs. One

Team Battle – Two vs. Two

King of the Hill – Four player tournament

Or play the never release game, Ghostlop, for the ultimate gaming experience!

Key Features
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 Play as one of the 11 quirky Tarot card based characters.

 Unlock the background story of each character from the beginning of the series or your favorite character.

 Full HD (1080P) re-drawn graphics combined with re-mixed music and new voice-overs.

 Three battle modes – One on One, Two vs. Two OR King of the Hill (4 player tournament).

 The first release of Ghostlop outside the arcades.
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Title: Magical Drop V
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Golgoth Studio
Publisher:
UTV Ignition Entertainment
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2012

 a09c17d780 

English,German,French,Italian,Japanese
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So FRUUUSTRATING! Mainly because it has so much potential, however many key things about the game is broken or
lacking.

I've had several crashes, no native joystick\/gamepad support, alt-tab during a game over causes issues on comming back. The
AI on normal is absurdly easy then becomes absurdly difficult (may be on my part, however good old google fails to bring up
much on strategies or information on the game other than old hype and reviews), buttons fail to respond when many things are
going on concurrently.

Aside from all the complaning its' the basis of a really GREAT game, and that's really just a shame. The music, and voice acting
are confusingly lightyears more polished than the rest of the gameplay & art.

I wish I could give this game a Yes\/No recommendation, No to the game, yes to the ideas and concepts it has.. What happens
when a small French indie studio gets their hands on one of Data East's best franchises?

I played a ton of Magical Drop 3 back in the day. It's probably best game made by Data East. Sorry Windjammers and Street
Hoop. However Data East died in the early 2000s, so I was a bit surprised to see a new Magical Drop pop up in Steam. I bought
it for five euros when it was released.

What I expected: Magical Drop HD
What I got: Magical Drop for Tablets

Full of bugs and questionable design choices, this was a major letdown for me. Even though the game is sharper and higher
resolution, the art and effects used look a lot worse than in the original arcade games. it really gives you the "cheap mobile
game" feeling. The game also has characters from another game called ghostlop, which doesn't fit into the game at all. Could
have spent that time making more MagiDrop characters as there are only eleven in the game while MD3 had over twenty.

Worst part is that the Developer Golgoth Studio promised a patch that would fix the issues in the game. It was supposed to be
released somewhere during 2013, but right now is 2015 and I'm still waiting for that patch. Well, not seriously waiting for it, but
still. Same studio has also a Toki remake in the works. Or had. It was greenlit in 2013 and there has been no word about it after
that, so it's probably vaporware now.

If you liked Magical Drop, don't buy this game. If you are just looking for a cheap puzzle game, then don't buy this game. It's
not worth it and there are better alternatives available.. This game is ridiculously addictive, and despite being absolutely terrible
at it, I can't stop playing. The music is catchy as hell. Best 80p I have ever spent.. Don't buy this. It's broken. It will never be
fixed.

It worked fine for approximately eight minutes before crashing. After that, I ended up with a host of issues. The game now
keeps insisting that I have the demo version. It never remembers my display settings. The menus keep appearing as unreadable
glyphs. Don't waste your time with this piece of trash. The developers should be ashamed of themselves.. It's a
casual\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665low-budget sequel with bad music and worse art, made with no input from the original
develpoers, but it's still Magical Drop. Now where's my Money Puzzle Exchanger.. This game's a lot of fun and reminds me a lot
of the days of my severe Bust a Move addiction! But, while I was fine with the dudes from Bust a Move being nekkid since they
were dinosaurs and dinosaurs didn't wear pants, imagine my embarrasment when my daughter walked in while I was playing
Magical Drop V and her first comment was "That other girl should really be wearing clothes."

But beyond that, it's a pretty fun puzzler. I'm going to try multiplayer soon, but I swear I'm not being a creeper, I just like puzzle
games. For serious. No, really!. Magidrop is great.

this game is terrible.
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lacks the polish and design

crashes everywhere

I regret it. The devs abandoned this game with a completely broken multiplayer and bugged singleplayer. This is not worth your
money..
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I recommend this game to anyone who likes challenging games. If you finish the story mode you would be very happy. When I
finish it I was jumping aroung crazy I wouldnt even speak. This came is very colorful and amazing.. The devs abandoned this
game with a completely broken multiplayer and bugged singleplayer. This is not worth your money, just play Magical Drop 3
instead.. Avoid this, even at the "just a dollar" pricepoint.

* First, for a lot of people the game crashes on startup. You have to dig through the config file with a text editor to fix it.
* Second, the game is buggy and will crash often. This is not something you can fix. The devs claimed to be working on it,
before vanishing for several years and then claiming to have lost the license.
* Third, half the time this full game becomes convinced it is only a demo and tries to convince you to buy non-existant DLC
that would unlock a 'full version'. Again, this was promised a fix that will never come.

If you're that interested in Magical Drop, go back to the older games. They actually work as intended, and have more features
than this game does.. Play the older installments of the series.

This one has lots of bugs. It even started to say that i should purchase the game.. This game is currently one dollar. It's not as
good as magical drop 3, but it's one dollar. It's a little buggy, but it's one dollar. It's still a magical drop game. GGPO would be
nice but like whatever, it's one dollar.. Game's still broken so long after release lol. MP doesn't work! Don't give money to these
guys until they get off their butts and fix it. If they did it would be quite a fun puzzle game!. This game appears to be broken.
Crashes everytime I start a match. Not sure why its even still for sale but don't buy
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